Abstract-In order to change the insufficiency of traditional network flow prediction and improve its accuracy, the paper proposed a kind of network flow prediction method based on the self-adaptive genetic least square support vector machine optimization. Through analyzing the individual parameter of the LS-SVM principle and self-adaptive remains algorithm, the network flow prediction model structure of GA-LSSVM, and the genetic model global operation parameters, this paper would conduct a performance test to the network flow simulation experiment. The simulation result showed that: compared with the traditional forecasting methods, the accuracy of its network flow prediction was higher than the traditional forecasting methods by using the least square support vector machine genetic optimization.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the continuous growth of the network size and type of traffic, the tasks of high-speed broadband network management become increasingly heavy, and the network flow prediction becomes the basis of network management. A model with high precision of prediction can not only predict the flow, but also be applied to the network bandwidth allocation and network congestion control. [1] In the light of the problem of network flow prediction, experts and scholars have conducted in-depth researches, and came up with many effective and practical predictive models. Traditional network flow prediction models include: linear regression analysis, the gray model, time series, etc. These methods are all based on linear modeling, and can not accurately portray the non-stationary, mutation, and chaos of the network flow. Therefore, the precision of prediction is low. In recent years, there appeared a kind of network flow prediction model based on chaos theory, including two key issues: the phase space reconstruction and prediction model parameter optimization. Phase space reconstruction is used to dig for information hidden in the network flow data, and to describe the motility system; prediction model is used to the learning and modeling of the network flow data. Least square support vector machine (LSSVM) is a kind of algorithm based on structural risk minimization principle, has a strong self-learning ability and an ability to approximate any nonlinear system. It has overcome the defects of overfitting and part optimality in the traditional machine learning algorithm, therefore has excellent generalization ability, and thus become a main prediction algorithm of network flow. As a result, this study chooses LSSVM as the prediction model of network flow. In the prediction process of network flow based on LSSVM, the phase space reconstruction and LSSVM parameter jointly determine the precision of prediction of network flow. They are interconnected with each other. Traditionally, however, the two often optimizes separately, ignoring the intrinsic link between them. Thus can hardly obtain the global optimal network flow prediction [2] In order to optimize the network flow prediction model performance, the phase space reconstruction and LSSVM parameters must be jointly optimized. Therefore, this paper proposed a network flow prediction method based on the genetic optimization least square support vector machine (GA-LSSVM), in the light of the shortcomings of the separate optimization of the current network flow prediction model parameter. Then the paper used the genetic algorithm (GA) to jointly optimize the phase space reconstruction and LSSVM parameters, and validated its performance through specific simulation experiments.
II. PHASE SPACE RECONSTRUCTION AND LEAST SQUARE SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE

A. Phase Space Reconstruction
Set { } 
From equation (1) we can know that the superior or inferior of the phase space reconstruction result is decided by r and m. The quality of the phase space reconstruction directly impacts the prediction result of the model. According to Takens theorem, infinite network flow time series which is free from noise has no connection with m [3] [4] [5] [6] .
However, in practical applications, the length of the network flow data cannot be infinitely long and it contains noise. Therefore, most scholars believe that r and m should be optimized jointly. Now, joint optimization methods of r and m mainly include time window method, C-C method (Coupled Cluster method) and autocorrelation function method. These methods have various performances with strong subjective criterias.
B. LSSVM 1) LSSVM principle
The degree of complexity of standard SVM algorithm depends on the number of sample datas, rather than the dimensions of the input space. So the larger the sample data, the more complex the corresponding quadratic programming problems, the slower the calculation speed. Therefore, this text applied an improved SVM, ie, the least square support vector machine (LS-SVM). Its main difference from standard SVM is to use different optimization objective function and to apply the equality constraints instead of inequality constrains. The least square support vector machine (LSSVM) is a new artificial intelligence learning algorithm proposed by people like Suykens, on the basis of standard support vector machine (SVM). LSSVM sets the sum of squared errors as the loss function of SVM to reduce the parameters of the model that are needed to optimize, and to decrease the complexity of finding solutions.
Set the obtained network flow data set as:
{ } ( , , 1, 2,... In accordance with LSSVM principle, the problem solving of formula (2) is converted into a quadratic optimization problem, namely: 
where, R represents punishment, parameter e is the model prediction error. By the introduction of Lagrange multiplier, convert formula (3) to the dual optimization problem, namely: 
In the formula, i a represents the Lagrange multiplier. Nonlinear regression problem is to be converted to non-linear prediction by introducing the kernel function. According to Mercer condition, kernel function is defined as:
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RBF kernel function is defined as:
In the formula, σ is the width of RBF kernel.
This study uses the RBF kernel function as the kernel function of LSSVM, the LSS-VM regression model is:
The optimization methods of the current LSSVM parameter γ and σ mainly include genetic algorithm (GA), particle swarm optimization algorithm (PSO) and grid search algorithm. The speed of Grid search algorithm is slow. Besides, it is memory-consumption, and it contains a large amount of computation. So it is difficult to obtain a global optimal solution, and easy to fall into the local optimum; Traditional algorithms based on GA and PSO do not consider the relation between LSSVM parameters and phase space reconstruction. It just optimizes the LSSVM parameters, therefore cannot be guaranteed to find the global optimum parameter.
2) LS-SVM parameter selection
The determination of LS-SVM parameters (C σ） is very important, generally using cross-validation method.
For each pair of (C σ） , divide the samples into training certificate set and test set. Then the training validation set is divided into several parts, using for forecasting the validation set after the training set training LS-SVM. After predicting different validation set to each pair of (C σ）, elect the smallest average value of the later-prediction error even variance (C σ） as the model parameter of LS-SVM. Taking the cross-validation method to determine the ideal (C σ） needs to spend a lot of time, especially not suitable for a large sample modeling. Therefore, we can find the optimum solution of the parameter (C σ） of the training set through self-adaptive genetic algorithm to determine the more excellent (C σ） and to improve the modeling efficiency.
Self-adaptive genetic algorithm improved the crossover operator and mutation operator of standard genetic algorithm: 
In addition to the characteristics of the standard genetic algorithm, it also has new features, thus avoid the problem of premature, therefore has strong global search ability; avoid the problem of aliasing, has strong local search ability; the operation of genetic operators has a strong convergence performance. Applying the smart search of self-adaptive genetic algorithm to the process of the parameter selection of support vector algorithm, then to optimize the search in the parameter space for different data sets to find the optimum least square vector model
The basis of the genetic algorithm optimization is the fitness function, the fitness function individual space to a map. It can be proved that the genetic algorithm can solve the optimal solution of the solution space according to the probability of convergence. Here an individual is on behalf of a group of parameters of the support vector machine algorithm, and the fitness function corresponding to individual is the algorithm performance of this group of parameters. Its fitness function uses the LOO error, and the function is: min ( , )
The constrain condition is:
The specific steps of the general process based on the self-adaptive genetic algorithm parameters optimization is:
(1) Initialization. Randomly generate POP V binary encoded chromosome to comprise the initial population P, each gene i g in the chromosome of the genetic algorithm is unique.
(2) Calculate the fitness value. Decode each individual in the group and calculate the value of its functions, then take the function as the fitness value of the individual, and evaluate all of the individuals' fitness value. Let 
P C
= to the step (3). (7) Output. We can get the optimal parameter ( ) Cσ through decoding the optimal individual of the remains algorithm, and output it.
III. NETWORK FLOW PREDICTION MODELING STRUCTURE OF GA -LSSVM
The joint optimization of m r γ , , and σ is a problem of combinatorial optimization. The traditional exhaustion method is time consuming, so this study uses GA to jointly optimize m r γ , , and σ .
A. Genetic Algorithm
Genetic algorithm (GA) is an evolutionary algorithm put forward by professor Holland of Michigan university, in order to simulate the survival of the fittest mechanism. It finds the optimal solution of the problem through the evolution of genetic mechanism to the population. [7] Its working process is shown as in figure 1 : N Setting the parameters of genetic algorithm
Initial population
The evolution algebra g=0
Calculation of the individual fitness value
Choice of operation Selection operation
The crossover operation
Mutation operation
Maximize the evolution algebra?
To find the optimal individual g=g+1 Figure 1 . The working process of the genetic algorithm
B. Chromosome Coding Design
Each chromosome represents a parameter combination. This study uses binary coding method to encode the chromosome. Every chromosome includes four parts:
, γ  m, and σ , they are specificly shown in figure 2. Chromosome coding design
The model actual parameter can turn to the following through the formular (7): max min min 2 1
In this formula, MSE represents the mean squared Error, as defined in the follows: (2) Crossover operation. Select respectively four intersection in the 4 periods of the chromosome to cross, when the cross is finished, if its value is not within the scope of the parameter selection, then recross.
(3) Variation operation. According to the mutation probability to choose a chromosome, and then randomly choose a variation point, use the 0 1.1 0.
→ → rules to variate. After the variation, if the value is not within the scope of the parameter selection, then revariate.
D. Work steps of Network Flow PredictionMmodel
Step1 Randomly generating an initial population ger R of scale pop N Step2 Rvolution times
Step3 Back to chromosome coding, according to σ and m to conduct the heavy phase space reconstruction, according to LSSVM, τ and σ to model, thus to get the network flow prediction accuracy of each group of parameters, and to calculate the individual fitness value through the prediction result MSE.
Step4 If the obtained maximum evolution algebra of the algorithm or the corresponding fitness function value of optimal individual in the population have no big change, then the parameter optimization end, and next jump to Step 7.
Step5 Evolution algebra add 1, namely g = g + 1.
Step6 According to the selection, the crossover and mutation operator update the population, and then jump to Step 3.
Step7 Get the optimal parameters value , τ γ m, and σ of the network flow prediction model.
Step8 Adopt m τ , to reconstruct the network flow time series, and conduct training modeling to the parameters of LSSVM with γ and σ , then to forecast the test set, finally output the prediction result of the model to the network flow.
IV. SIMULATION EXPERIMENT
A. Data Set Source
The experimental data is generated from the network flow library: http://newsfeed.ntcu.net/-news/2012//, which collecting the network access flow of every hourof the master node router Incoming articles from June 1, 2012 to October 25, to get 2000 datas. In order to avoid the inaccuracy of the assessment result caused by the accidental cause of the data and calculation, use the former 1500 datas as training set to establish network flow prediction model, and the later 500 datas as a test set for forecast inspection, the specific condition is shown in fig. 3 . 
B. Network flow Data Normalization Principle
Because LSSVM adopts the kernel function, so during the training, the datas in [0, 1] are the most sensitive. From figure 3 we can know that the actual network flow has mutability, and can change to a larger extent. Therefore, in order to improve the efficiency of LSSVM training, normalize the network flow data before modeling.
The specific condition is as follows:
Finally, normalize inversely the result of the network flow prediction model, and restore the true predicted value:
In the formula, x is the network flow raw data, max x and min x mean the minimum value and maximum value respectively.
C. Model Evaluation Index
In order to illustrate the effectiveness of the GA-LSSVM, this paper realizes the algorithm in the Matlab 2007 platform programming. To make the result of GA-LSSVM prediction comparable and persuasive, this paper uses CC-LSSVM as the comparison model (phase space reconstruction using the CC method optimization). The evaluation index of (GA) model performance we uses to optimize the LSSVM parameters is the root mean square predict error (RMSE) and the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE),which is as defined as the follows: Fitting result of CC-LSSVM and GA-lssvm
From figure 4 we can know that comparing to CC-LSSVM, GA-lssvm network flow value is more consistent with the actual value of network flow, and the fitting results of GA-lssvm is better. The fitting results preliminarily show that the idea of GA-lssvm parameters optimization proposed by this study is correct and feasible.
2) Generalization ability comparison between CC-LSSVM and GA-lssvm Since the evaluation of the pros and cons of a predictive model performance is mainly the predictive ability rather than the fitting ability, therefore, predict the test set with GA-lssvm and CC-LSSVM respectively. The result is shown in Figure 5 . According to figure 5, the forecast accuracy of GA-lssvm is higher than that of CC-LSSVM. Besides, the prediction error is greatly reduced.So it is a high-precision network flow prediction method that can well capture the network flow trend.
3) Comparison of the overall performance between CC-LSSVM and GA-lssvm
The prediction fitting and prediction error of various models are shown in table 1. From various evaluation indicators of table 1 we can know that all the indicators of GA-lssvm are better than CC-LSSVM's. The comparative results show that conducting the joint optimization to the phase space reconstruction and LSSVM parameters by using genetic algorithm takes full advantage of the intrinsic link between the them, and thus can improve the integration performance of the network flow prediction model, and solve the defects of the tradition that they optimize individually; GA-LSSVM can more precisely characterize the network flow trend and the changes of characteristics, so the predicted result is more reliable. This further illustrated that the application of the joint optimization to the parameters of the network flow prediction model is necessary. V. CONCLUSION Due to the combined effects of a variety of factors, network flow has had the characteristics of degeneration and chaos. In the light of these characteristics, the study proposed a GA-LSSVM network flow prediction model. The result showed that, compared with the traditional forecasting model, the result of GA-LSSVM network flow prediction had less errors. It further improved the prediction accuracy, and can better meet the real-time requirements of a large-scale network flow prediction.
